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YE 36
YE 36 is the Yamataian Calendar year that began on January 1, 2014 and lasted until December 31st of
that year.
The tentative theme for YE 36 was the “Year of Development,” in which game masters and staﬀ focused
on enriching the Star Army universe by revisiting places in the RP, adding details to articles, and adding
plot hooks and vibrant RP locations to the SARP setting. Players were encouraged to explore and add to
the setting, and branch out using Open RP.

Notable Events
Here's what's happened in YE 36:

Yamatai Star Empire

Yamatai Star Empire
Yamatai updates its ﬂag design, removing the kanji ideograms and adding a white disc with a red
border behind the bellﬂower.
6th year in the reign of Her Imperial Majesty, Empress Himiko I of Yamatai.
Yamatai hosts the International Relations Conference of YE 36.
YSS Aeon explores system AX-03
Encounters species Thaurgons helps prevent a military coup.
The VSV Boutros crash lands on Asura III and its crew begins to combat local defense forces,
sparking response from Yamatai in the form of Operation QUIET RAGE.
YSS Eucharis encountered an advanced alien artifact consisting of a crystalloid base and mass
driver on Splorﬁn I 14. The encounter did not go well and the Eucharis' away team was attacked
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and destroyed the base in response.
YSS Eucharis also made ﬁrst contact with the Rixxikor.
YSS Aeon identiﬁes possible system controlled by the Kingdom of Neshaten.
YSS Soyokaze was ﬁnished and launched. On its ﬁrst mission the crew assaulted a moon outpost of
NMX and rescued the refugees being kept there as prisoners. There was much rejoicing. “Yay…”
The Intergalactic Transport Corporation was founded on Ushobrakﬂug.

Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia

Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
Pyros Thrull Westwood steps down as Premier & Sky Marshall of the DION.
He is succeeded by Charlie Coast, who resigned from his position as Grand Admiral of 3rd Assault
Fleet.
Motoyoshi Saito is selected to replace Coast as Grand Admiral of 3rd Fleet. She becomes the ﬁrst
female Grand Admiral as well as the ﬁrst servicewoman of foreign birth to reach the rank. Her
position further symbolizes the permanent rift between many UOC Jiyuuians and the Yamatai
Empire. Admiral Motoyoshi has distanced herself from the rest of her kin in the Empire.
Nepleslia is represented by Premier Coast, Grand Admiral Dominic Valken and Jonathan Izgimmer
as a show of Nepleslian interest in accomplishing something at the latest IRC.
DATASS is signed by Nepleslia and the Lorath Matriarchy, followed by Yamatai. This agreement
superseded the YE 36 DION-YSE Treaty, which was never ratiﬁed by either Nepleslia or Yamatai.
Concurrent with the IRC, 1st Assault Fleet and 4th AASP held war games with their respective
Marine contingents in the Nepleslia system. It was adjudicated by 2nd Assault Fleet. Prior to the
commencement, all Fleet Commanders (Rear Admiral :Valencia Ironside commanded 4th Fleet in
place of GADM Valken) were presented with sealed orders which were only to be opened in the
event of a conﬂict with Yamatai. These secret orders pertained to an operation plan codenamed,
“Operation Ragnarok.” Their contents are not known outside the recipients and the plan's
archictects as they were destroyed following the end of the IRC on its ﬁrst day.
Despite protection oﬀered under the DIoN-Free State Protectorate Treaty, the The Cult of War
proposed an experimental defense force made entirely of Free Spacers. Though facing resistance,
the proposal moved forward and led to the creation of a small force under the tutelage of the
SMDIoN.
Late in the year, all four Grand Admirals met at Veritas to discuss the future, the allocation of
forces, and the potential threats to the Imperium.
On Lewis Pasco Day, NAM oﬀers to send anyone a free HHG to prove the boast that Nepleslian guns
are the best guns. Ever.

Neshaten
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Kingdom of Neshaten
SNV - Gam'trosha sets out to explore strange new worlds, discovers one whose atmosphere acts
strangely compared to ﬂy-by probe scans. Away team discovers unknown hostile life, exploration
continues.
Several new technologies are introduced.
Work begins on a couple diﬀerent classes of ships
Ike'shi'heyeane Research Station is attacked by terrorists, several scientists disappear along with
some technology.

Poku Saeruo Degonjo

Clan year 755
The Poku Saeruo Degonjo settled the Vonaâsiâi (Twins) system.
The Poku Saeruo Degonjo settled the Âtomatula (Tula heart) system.
WAP Yome Ismâopate (Searching Hawk) Plot visits planet Âmuar (Dream). Training mission is set
out to familiarize new crew members with the new Stako Yanuto (Exo-Skel). Training group
discovers surviving NMX in a heavily damaged industrial complex. Training group manages to
defeat the NMX and save the rest of their team. They discover a small settlement of former slave
NH-29.
WAP Yome Ismâopate (Searching Hawk) Plot is sent to locate and investigate the Âmuso Ibâka, a
Ismâo'a - Class Ship. The distress message says the ship has been attacked by not by whom.

ISC Phoenix

Things were a little slow for the Phoenix this year.
A Mission to extract a Freespacer from a kidnapping by Lagrange goes pear shaped in Yamatai,
causing the destruction of a cafe and a slap on the wrist by authorities. The IPG Agent and now
DATASS agent Nostrovia extracts the Freespacer safely.
Luca gets a body transfer from a NH-22C Yamataian to a Minkan. Unbeknownst to him, his doctor
and handler for this operation, an old Phoenix veteran by the name of Jimothi Trakk slipped him a
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Military model…
A ROM-construct of Dr. Aiesu Kalopsia (Ayetseu Karoupshea) L'manel starts following the team,
fascinated by the positive interactions between Seiren Isbala and Rebeka Renata.
The town of Sargasso expands with new funds from the ISC Phoenix and other revenue. They opt to
build a Spaceport and upgrade their communications infrastructure. In addition, they allow Seiren
to build a candy factory, the inventor having put the money upfront.
Due to a Halloween Competition, Luca wins a Ge-E1-1a - Tenba-Class Transporter ﬁtted with an
Extended Duration module. They take it and replace their old Jilanth T2 Military Shuttle and donate
the old shuttle to Hanako Military Museum, scratches and all.
Seiren Isbala modiﬁes the Grapple Stunner and turns it into the Modular Grapple Stunner, allowing
Luca to become even more unpredictable on the battleﬁeld.
For Yuletide, Zeta Five travelled to Francia and bought Luca a .460 HHG and Jack Miller's personal
.45 pistol. Luca also attempted to get some Yuletide/Lewis Pasco festivities going on the Crimson
Kestrel.
The Team is tasked with saving a Reﬁtted Harvester-Class Class – “Fruna Ruica” Edition that's been
repurposed into a ﬂoating convention centre for a deviants from pirates.

Origin Industries
Early in the Year, Origin begins a small-time campaign against a band of pirates attacking isolated
shipping convoys deep in Nepleslian frontier space.

Independent
The crew of the ISS Iron Ferret continues to operate on Delsauria, focusing their actions on one of
the biggest criminal groups in the planet, and succesfully taking it down. This considerably curbed
the gang activity in the planet for some time.
The Rākha Network breaks away from the Independent Worlds League on the last day of YE 36,
posting a manifesto on the Lazarus communications and sending it to the government oﬃces of
most nations.
The Taipan gathers its crew, and faces oﬀ against their future rivals.

New Technologies
These are some new technologies that debuted in YE 36.
Star Army Communicator, Type 36
NO-M1-2a - Mantis Power Armor
HS-PD1-1a Anoka'ano Dahome (Combat Armor)
HS-UE1-1a Anoka'ano Fiqorka Wuny (Armor Storage Module)
Kujopnor Ikâ (Ground Repulsion)
HS-PW2-1a Rotysa Tyokame Nortejo (Phased Plasma Gun)
HS-EW1-1a Rotygo Akko Stako (Coil Riﬂe Frame)
HS-GV1-1a Saâdor Ikâ (Ground Glider)
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HS-SC2-S756/01 Anoka Daho'ka (Battle Shield)
ITC Sugureta_engine
Tsukiakari-class space station
EM-J2-1a Geboku Android (SAOY)
Service Android, Type 36A "Emma"
HS-PC-1a Wunyasa Voname (Personal container)
HS-EC4-1a Wunyaka Tinsae (Starship Container-Greater)
EM-J5 Flying Assistant Robot Series (FARS)
HS-AU1-1a Beâgor'a Âdor (Sky Hauler)
EM-J2-W3601 Integrated Stun Wand
HS-PE2-1a Vonata'te Tio (Personal Communicator)
HS-AD2-1a Kyntaqo (Surveyor)
Huma Hel'te (Cutting Foam)
Ge-L8-1a - Jōkyaku-Class Passenger Ship
EM-J2-P3600 Gravity Manipulation System

Products Released
These are some products released in YE 36. This list is automatic. To update it edit the release year in
struct ﬁelds on the product page.
Page
Manufacturer
EM-J3-1a "Dennis"
Emrys Industries
EM-J5-6a - FARS GP
Emrys Industries
Ge-L8-1a - Jōkyaku-Class Passenger Ship Geshrinari Shipyards
Star Army Holiday Kit, Type 36
Ketsurui Zaibatsu
Service Android, Type 36A "Emma"
Emrys Industries
Star Army Oﬃcer's Cap, Type 36
Ketsurui Zaibatsu
Star Army Coverall, Type 36
Ketsurui Zaibatsu
Timeline: Years
YE
YE 36
OOC Start Date 01/01/2014
OOC End Date 12/31/2014
Neshaten EoE EE 002
Neshaten EoR ER 777
Elysian
AD 4007
HSC (Poku)
755 CY
Iromakuanhe AR 939.75
Abwehran
261 AF - Second Quarter
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